
Attendance Coach License Feedback 

To whom it may concern:
My name is Jade Rivera and I am currently the Head Administrator at Albuquerque Collegiate Charter School, a new state 
charter, set to open this August. 
I am thrilled to hear that the rule change regarding Attendance Coach Licensure is being considered. I oversaw the attendance 
coach program when it first launched in 2015 (I believe?) and one of the only drawbacks of the program was that the licensing 
was such an ordeal. The work that these individuals put in, and have put in since its launch has been outstanding and I am so 
proud to have been a very small part of that. To provide an actual license for this difficult and skill-specific work is a testament 
to the attendance coaches and their efforts. In addition, I imagine it will make hiring from the LEA perspective, much more 
streamlined and straight forward. This is a step in the right direction for NM families! 
Kindly,
Jade Rivera

-- 
Jade Rivera
Founder & Executive Director
Albuquerque Collegiate Charter School
505-712-1927| www.abqcollegiate.org

Jade Rivera <jrivera@abqcollegiate.org>

Tue 7/24/2018 5:51 PM 
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rule 6.63.17 NMAC 

Chris Pash 
Executive Director of Human Resources
Farmington Municipal Schools
2001 N. Dustin Avenue, Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-324-9840 ext 1510
cpash@fms.k12.nm.us
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Disclaimer: This message and any attachments are intended for the use of the addresses(s) only and may be confidential and/or legally 
privileged. If the reader is not the intended recipient, DO NOT READ, notify sender and delete this message. In addition, be aware 
that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. The contents of this message, 
while possibly falling under the exceptions of the Inspection of Public Records ACT [NMSA Chapter 14, Article2] may be subject to 
inspection by the public.

Christopher Pash <cpash@fms.k12.nm.us>

Tue 8/21/2018 1:50 PM 

To:FeedBack, Rule, PED <Rule.FeedBack@state.nm.us>; 
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Dear Sir or Madam,

In the matter of proposed rule 6.63.17 NMAC, as the president of the 
New Mexico School Personnel Association, I have been directed by the 
membership to write a letter opposing this rule. A licensure for an 
attendance coach is not needed or necessary. In most districts this 
person does not have an associate or a bachelor degree. Some reasons 
for our opposition to this proposed rule include:

     The primary requirement is an ability to communicate effectively 
with a parents and students about the benefits of attending 
school on a regular basis.

     Most attendance coaches (truant officers) are paid at a salary 
level comparable to educational assistants. This rule would make 
them comparable to teacher salaries, thus incurring additional 
cost for the districts.

     This is one more license that the staff, districts, and PED would 
have to process.

     The yearly fee ($35) for renewing the license is an unnecessary 
burden to the attendance coach.

     The cost of $35 a year is triple what an educational assistant pays 
($35) for a 3year license.

Instead of having another separate license, we would propose that if an 
attendance coach must have a license, that they have an educational 
assistant license. This is comparable to their job duties in must districts.

Sincerely,

Chris Pash 
20172019 President NMSPA
Executive Director of Human Resources
Farmington Municipal Schools
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Proposed NMAC 6.63.17 

Please find attached DRNM’s comments to proposed NMAC 6.63.17.

Sincerely, 

Donald Priola, Paralegal
Disability Rights New Mexico
3916 Juan Tabo  NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
(505) 2563100
(505) 2563184 (Fax)
dpriola@drnm.org

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT:  This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under law. 
Any dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this message in 
error, please delete it and all attachments without copying it and notify Disability Rights New Mexico by return 
email, or call 5052563100.

Don Priola <dpriola@drnm.org>

Fri 8/24/2018 2:53 PM 

To:FeedBack, Rule, PED <Rule.FeedBack@state.nm.us>; 

Cc:Jesse Clifton <jclifton@drnm.org>; Jason Gordon <jgordon@drnm.org>; 

 1 attachment

Comments_NMAC 6 63 17_FINAL.PDF; 
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August 24, 2018 

 

Jamie Gonzales 

Policy Division 

New Mexico Public Education Department 

300 Don Gaspar Ave., Room 101 

Santa Fe, NM 87501 

 

Submitted by email to: rule.feedback@state.nm.us 

 

Re: Proposed NMAC 6.63.17 

 

New Mexico Public Education Department 

 

Disability Rights New Mexico (DRNM) is a private, non-profit organization whose mission is to 

protect, promote, and expand the rights of persons with disabilities. DRNM is the federally 

designated Protection and Advocacy program for the state of New Mexico. We respectfully 

submit our written comments on this proposed regulation on behalf of our many constituents 

who stand to be impacted by its enactment. 

 

First, DRNM would like to express its general support of a licensed position in the public 

schools that has the responsibility to monitor and help facilitate better attendance records for 

students. This is a step in the right direction that will lead to better learning and life outcomes for 

many students across the state. As the New Mexico Department of Education (“the Department”) 

knows, there is a strong correlation between the time students spend away from school and poor 

academic performance. Additionally, we hope that this new position will alleviate some of the 

administrative burden of tracking student’s attendance records. Many New Mexico students have 

fallen through the cracks due to poor attendance, and DRNM is pleased to see such a decisive 

response by the Department in addressing this problem.  

 

Although we generally support the proposed regulation, it is important for DRNM to note points 

of interest and concerns with a few provisions of this new rule.  

 

The language in proposed 6.63.17.7(A) NMAC refers to “tiered interventions” to assist students’ 

improvement in their attendance records. A tiered approach makes sense; however, there is a 

concern with the amount of autonomy these licensed attendance coaches will have in developing 

these “tiered interventions.” DRNM is aware that the term “interventions” often means 

disciplinary measures when it is used in a school setting. Measures such as out-of-school 

suspensions must never be employed as a response to a student being absent from school too 
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frequently. Such a response would be counter-intuitive. Clarification on what sorts of 

interventions can be utilized and who makes the determination of what interventions are 

employed would be helpful in defining the parameters of the attendance coach position. 

 

The attendance coach licensure under this proposed regulation includes two years professional 

experience from a variety of related professions and fields. Among the lists in proposed 

6.63.17.8(A)(3)(g) NMAC and proposed 6.63.17.9(c)(7) NMAC is experience in law 

enforcement. This is inappropriate for the position of an “attendance coach.” Surely the 

Department recognizes that law enforcement involvement at schools should be kept to a 

minimum. Perhaps there is a role for law enforcement experience on school campuses in the area 

of student safety. However, attendance coaches are at school to “support students…improve their 

overall school attendance,” according to proposed 6.63.17.7(A) NMAC. It is unclear how law 

enforcement experience will assist schools in this regard. Furthermore, the data is clear that law 

enforcement involvement on campus increases student suspensions, expulsions, and arrests.
123

 It 

also creates a culture where school disciplinarian authorities tend to rely too heavily on law 

enforcement. In short, law enforcement in school settings is closely related to the removal of 

students from schools—the opposite of the reported intention of this regulation and the creation 

of the position of attendance coach.  

 

Also concerning, particularly if law enforcement professional experience can be utilized for the 

attendance coach licensure, is the language found in proposed 6.63.17.10(C) NMAC. That 

provision, in relevant part, reads: “Holders of the attendance coach license…may not use this 

license to provide instruction in any other subject matter or discipline…” (emphasis added). To 

avoid confusion, “or discipline” should be struck from the new rule. Under these regulations, it is 

foreseeable that a School Resource Officer (SRO) could easily obtain a license as the designated 

school attendance coach. That should concern parents, students, and the Department. DRNM 

believes that SRO and related positions should not be allowed to both be an attendance coach 

and provide discipline because of the problems already mentioned regarding law enforcement in 

schools. 

 

Our final thoughts revolve around why the attendance couch licensure may be obtained in two 

different levels. Presumably, the second level licensure will incur additional responsibilities, but 

it remains a mystery what further responsibilities might be given to a level two licensed 

attendance coach when the position has such a defined focus to begin with. Clarification 

concerning the purpose of a level two licensure would increase transparency in the regulations 

and is necessary for the public to fully understand what this new regulation is trying to 

accomplish. 

 

In conclusion, DRNM appreciates the step in the right direction these regulations take. We 

believe the Department is proposing a rule that will assist student’s reach better learning and life 

outcomes. However, DRNM also fears that these positive outcomes might not be attained 

                                                           
1
 Jason P. Nance, Students, Police, and the School-To-Prison Pipeline, 93 Wash. U. L. Rev. 919 (2016).  

2
 Chongmin Na & Denise C. Gottfredson, Police Officers in Schools: Effects on School Crime and the Processing of 

Offending Behaviors, Justice Quarterly (Oct. 2011), DOI:10.1080/07418825.2011.615754. 
3
 Matthew T. Theriot, School Resource Officers and the Criminalization of Student Behavior, 37 Journal of Criminal 

Justice, 280 (2009). 
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without further clarity and attention to a few of the proposed provisions. First, DRNM believes 

that clarification of the “tiered interventions,” or at least who is authorized to designate these 

interventions, would greatly benefit this proposed regulation. DRNM strongly urges the 

Department to remove law enforcement experience as “professional experience” in a relevant 

field for the position of attendance coach. Related to this, DRNM also asserts that the 

Department must specifically preclude School Resource Officers from becoming attendance 

coaches under this proposed regulation. Finally, added details on what differentiates a level one 

and a level two attendance coach licensure should be incorporated into this proposed regulation.  

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed regulations, and for your time and 

attention to this matter.       

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Jesse D. Clifton 

Attorney and Corinne Wolfe Fellow for Transformative Advocacy 

Disability Rights New Mexico 
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6.63.17 NMAC, Licensure for Attendance Coaches Pre K-12 

Mr. Gonzales,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit input on proposed new rule 6.63.17 NMAC. to establish a new license 
for school staff who support attendance interventions for chronically absent students in grades Pre K-12. 
 This rule establishes two levels of licensure for attendance coaches and governs the licensure 
requirements for persons seeking level 1 and level 2 attendance coach licensure.

My name is Songtree Pioche and I am a parent of 3 Native Children representing Taos Pueblo, Oglala 
Lakota, and Navajo. 

I am in support of the initiative with the following considerations

As Native people we have certain customs and cultural obligations that require us to be away from school 
for events like funerals. womanhood ceremonies,  feast days and other seasonal obligations. I recommend 
attendance coaches (truant officers) be respectful of and make themselves aware of these obligations of 
native people not only in NM but other states as well. I would start with reading the Tribal education status 
report each district is required to provide to IED NMPED. Be aware of what tribes are represented at that 
district.  Visit Tribal websites, make outreach attempts to tribal officials, or education departments to 
build relationships. 

I recommend the attendance coach be fully engaged in parent advisory councils if they are active at school. As a active 
parent advocate for my children and as a Family Cabinet Ambassador I have spent the last few years attending PACs, 
revitalizing PACs and have come to understand intimately the barriers Native and economically disadvantaged students 
face in a simple morning or evening routine. 
I also recommend training in mental health awareness, safety, and a drivers license
Partnerships with non profits will also help parents, grandparents, and guardians become aware of support that are in 
existence to help them overcome issues such as depression, unemployment, discrimination, special needs, 
transportation, and basic needs such as food and shelter. 

Respectfully,
Songtree Pioche
Parent Taxpayer
Secretarys Family Advisory
PAC for Bloomfield and Aztec schools

~You are capable of 20x more than you think~ Mark Devine

Songtree Pioche <rodeomomsongtree@gmail.com>

Mon 8/27/2018 3:43 PM 
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